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This collection contains Bob Dylan's lyrics, from his first album, Bob Dylan, to 2001's "Love and

Theft."
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As a concrete--and hefty--reminder of what has made Dylan such a revered figure in popular music,

a new collection of the lyrics of the songs on the 28 albums from Bob Dylan (1962) to Love and

Theft (2001) and additional unreleased works has been published simultaneously with Chronicles.

Gordon FlaggCopyright Â© American Library Association. All rights reserved

Bob Dylan has released thirty-eight studio albums, which collectively have sold over 120 million

copies around the world. He won the Nobel Prize in Literature and has been awarded the French

Legion of Honor, a Pulitzer Prize Special Citation, and the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the

countryâ€™s highest civilian honor. His memoir,Â Chronicles: Volume One, spent a year on

theÂ New York TimesÂ bestseller list.

I became a Dylan fan in the early 60's. While In Junior College and working for the student

newspaper, I was assigned the task of interviewing him - without an appointment - when he came to

perform in the town where that JC was. I grabbed a tape recorder, sat with some friends to create a

short list of questions we thought would be fun for him to respond to - and on the assigned evening,



I set out to interview him.I made it to the security gate where I was summarily turned away. Thinking

myself clever, I argued, joked and tried to talk my way in - and failed. So, I sat outside (I had no

ticket to the show itself) until it was over - then, some three hours after I first arrived, I recognized

Dylan, surrounded by a small army of devotees and sycophants, coming out of the stage door.

Bravely, I approached him - tape recorder turned on and microphone in hand - trying to remember

just one of the many clever questions my friends and I had concocted. All I could get to come out

was, "Hi! I'm from the local J.C. Would you please say something about yourself?" He actually

stopped, looked at me (I think) through VERY dark glasses and said, clear as a bell, "I'm a poet -

not a singer." I believe this volume demonstrates that rather nicely.On first hearing me play a Dylan

album, my dad, who had never - so far as I know - spent one day on a farm, said "That sounds like

a lamb with his gonads caught in a barbed wire fence." Maybe he was right. The beauty of this

volume is that it is unfettered with music - either written or sung. Just as the title says, it is "Lyrics"....

words .... poems..... stories told in certain rhythm and meter. As such, they read purely - without the

attempt to convey them as 'song' or himself as a 'singer.' I read the book from cover to cover and

actually use it as a lyric book to create my own versions of the lyrical tales he told that are recorded

here.Some are simple: some complex: some perhaps deliberately confusing, inconsistent and

mind-twisting. Others are basic - a few even 'sweet' and naively young. Some angry, some

narrative, more than a few visionary. But whatever else they are or are not, they are poems - each

and every one of them - and, as such, I believe they stand on their own ... without the music he

gave them - mostly, as I understand it, after the fact.Read this way, as a poetic autobiography, I

think those interested - or even enamored- with Bob Dylan and his work, will find this volume to be a

real treasure trove of pure expressiveness. It has already achieved a special place - in my library, in

front of me while I have a guitar in hand - or simply in my lap, as I read and try to appreciate the

purist Dylan we have to remember the times, and perhaps ourselves, with.

My husband is a BIG Dylan fan and I gave this to him as a present. HE LOVED IT. The book is filled

with great stories and of course photos.But my husband especially loved seeing all the lyrics.

Awesome present for a Dylan fan.

Just what I wanted! One hundred percent Dylan poetry, including all of my favorites. No intro, no

commentary, no fillers. It really is what it is - how's that for a change? Not all-inclusive, but a

fabulous collection and well-worth the price. I love it!



Bob Dylan is the greatest lyricist of all time knowing how to turn a phrase.

A great resource for perusing some of the greatest song lyrics ever written. Smartly organized by

album so songs are easy to find. Highly recommended for the Dylan fan or even those who don't

know Dylan.

Can you rate a book with Bob Dylan's lyrics without five stars?

GOOD BOOK

I'm not a native English speaker (moved to the US 20+ years ago) and one of the annoying things of

Bob Dylan albums is that, for whatever reason, they don't come with the lyrics to the songs. I'm a

big Dylan fan, and as much as I enjoy listening to the albums, I've always wanted to better

understand the lyrics. Well, consider that problem solved with this book."Lyrics 1962-2001" is the

solution to my problem, a 600 page (hard cover) book, containing the lyrics to all Bob Dylan's songs.

The book is arranged album-by-album, and song-by-song within those albums, and contains in

addition the words to other songs that were not originally on any album.Bob Dylan towers over the

music scene like few others, and his word-crafting has no equal. This book is essential, not just for

Bob Dylan fans, but for any serious music lover. I bought this book from .com, for a mere $27 (S/H

included), 40% off the cover price, one of the best bargains ever. "Strongly recommended" doesn't

do justice, this is simply essential.
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